
Z1000 Moriwaki 
 

 

Z1000 MORIWAKI REPLICA 

This is going to be a replica based on the Moriwaki racers from the late 70`s early 80`s. Based on a 1980 Z1000 

model. 

I will be using quite a few of the trick parts we get from Japan. 

  

 

More info on these classic racers can be found here:    

********************************************************* 

Thursday 4th October 2007 

The standard frame has already been strengthened by Tony at Pitstop motorcycles. 

(Telephone:01942 684684) 

WWW.PITSTOPMOTORCYCLES.CO.UK 

Vanden powder coaters in Westhoughton (01942 818953) have already painted it in a Dark blue. 

 It looks really good! 

http://www.pitstopmotorcycles.co.uk/


 

The Frame has had quite a few of the lugs and brackets already chopped off because i wont be using them. 

Tony also welded on a set of AR50 rear footrest brackets instead of the much larger and heavier original brackets. He also 

modified the frame to take the Z1 battery box and the early Z1 body kit. 

 I did`nt really fancy the square MK11 tank, tail-piece and panels. The rounder kit will look much nicer. 

The paintwork is already at Dream Machine and Steve Smethurst should have already finished cleaning and polishing the 

motor. I was going to paint the engine black but i think i will keep it silver. 

The motor will be bored out to 1075cc using a Wiseco big bore kit and 33mm smothbores will be fitted. not sure on the 
Exhaust yet, we have some Moriwaki replica pipes in stock so i may use one of them or maybe one of our stainless 4-1 

systems. 

*********************************************************** 

Sunday 7th October 

I fitted a new set of taper roller head bearing today and then a set of our billet yokes. 

Then a set of quite flatish gold alloy handlebars. 



 



 

Then i fitted a set of our Black alloy billet engine mounts and one of our alloy Adjustable swing arms. 

These arms are much wider than standard and also have an adjustable bracket where the rear shocks mount. 

I also loosely fitted the rear sets to make sure all would fit!, so far so good!! 



 



 



 



 

Brother Lee has finished painting the three spoke wheels so i can pick them up and get them to SMD for a set of tyres. I can fit 
a wider rear tyre due to the wider swing arm but i am not sure which make and what size? 

 I think i will let Paul at SMD choose for me! 

I also need to pick up the motor  from Steve Smethurst, he sent me a e-mail saying all was done. 

****************************************************** 

Tuesday 9th October 

I have done quite a bit on the bike this last couple of days. 

I fitted a set of new switchgear to the handlebars and then a set of rubber grips and a pair of carbon look handlebar ends. 



 



 

Then i started to assemble the motor. I picked it up from Steve a few days ago. Superb job as per normal with Steve! 

I was going to paint it black but instead decided to leave it in its natural silver colour. I have not bothered to photograph all 

the engine build, i think there is enough of this info on the other restoration projects? Needless to say, the motor has got all 

the attention we normally give them! 



 

 



 



 

I have fitted a Moriwaki blanking plate to the kickstart cover and a Moriwaki points cap. The clutch cover is one of 
our billet items. I have fitted one of our plastic front sprocket covers to the inner transmission cover because we 

will be using one of our open hydraulic outer sprocket covers. 



 



 

I also fitted a new set of inlet rubbers to the head and a blanking plate for the tacho drive because we will be using an 
electronic tacho on this bike. 

 

I was pondering on what colour to do the fork lowers and decided on a bronze gold finish. Once these were dry i fitted a new 

set of fork inner tubes, seals and dust covers. I will be using Proggressive Fork springs and some of our adjustable fork top 

nuts. 



 

I managed to find some period EBC stickers for the forks, just like Waynes bike!! 



 



 

I dropped the wheels off at SMD this morning and Paul recommended a set of Continentals using a 150 section 
rear tyre. Because these old bikes had a 18 inch rear wheel, the choice of wide tyres is a bit limited! 

 I need to pick them up tommorow and start about fitting new wheel bearings and the Wavy floating discs to 

them. I also need to go back to the powder coaters, VANDEN, and pick up the rest of the Black painted parts. That 

leaves me just over a week to get it finished for Stafford Show!!!!! 

*************************************************************** 

Thursday 11th October: 

I picked the wheels up with the new tyres on them and quickly fitted new wheel bearings then the new wavy 

discs and the sprocket on the rear wheel. all new fasteners of course! 

The tyres look good, almost like cut slicks!!! 



 



 

Then i fitted the front axle and the spacers and speedo gearbox to the front wheel. 



 



 

I got the rest of the black bits from Mark at Vanden so i fitted the battery box, tool box and electrical plate. 



 



 

Then i fitted the master cylinders for both the front brake and the clutch. Then i fitted a few of the other electrical 
parts like the ignition coils and the horn. 

Next up was the short carbon fibre rear fender and the inner rear fender. I had to chop this down a little due to 

the different shape and size of the alloy swing arm. 



 



 

Then i fitted a set of short chrome rear indicator stems and a pair of white lens indicators. 

I was pondering on what rear shocks to use, my first thought was a set of piggy back Ohlins but after looking at 

all the pictures of the Moriwaki 900/1000`s it would seem all they had fitted was a set of koni`s fitted upside 

down!!! 

We happen to have some Koni adjustable dail-a-ride look-a-likes in stock so i fitted these. I dont know if fitting 

them the wrong way round helps but we shall see!! 

Then i fitted the rear grab rail which i have powder coated black instead of the normal chrome finish. 



 



 

I will be using a Lockheed rear brake caliper at the rear which comes as a kit from our supplier in Japan with it`s 
own spacers. Never fitted one before so it may need a bit of tweeking before i get it right. The torque arm which 

comes with the kit fastens to the centre stand mountin bracket which is a little strange and the stainless 4-1 

exhaust also fastens there so the use of a centre stand is out of the question!!! 

Dream Machine are due back with the paintwork tommorrow!!!!!!!!!!!! 

************************************************************* 

Sunday 14th October: 

Well i seem to have worked non stop on the bike for over 3 days! 

Dream machine brought the paintwork back, excellent!! 

I put the motor into the frame and fitted the mounts and spacers. Then i fitted the plugs and caps and other small 

engine parts. Then i re-fitted the swing arm and then fitted the rear wheel and the rear brake. Then the rear sets 
and then i temporary fitted the paintwork to get an overhall effect! 



 



 

Then i fitted the gold o`ring chain and adjusted everything up. I managed to find a few more old decals to fit to the swing arm. 
Looks good! 



 



 

Next, i fitted a white lens LED tailight to a new bracket and then bolted it to the rear fender. Once this was done i drilled the 
rear number plate and fitted that too! 

Then i fitted a new set of badges to the tank, a new tap and the black powder coated cap. 



 



 

Next up was one of our stepped seats and an alloy chain gaurd. Then i fitted a set of AR125 chrome rear footrest rubbers. 



 



 



 

************************************************************** 

Monday 15th October: 

I fitted the forks today then the front wheel and then a set of our 4 pot AP lockheed calipers and braided hoses. I aslo fitted 

the Billet headlamp brackets and the black headlamp shell. 



 



 

Then i fitted a alloy fork brace and the chrome front fender. 



 



 



 

Tuesday 16th October: 

I put together a set of clocks using a white faced electronic tacho and white faced speedo and idiot light cover. I used a set of 

chrome bottom covers and then fitted these to the top yoke. Then i finished off the headlamp and put a set of white lens front 

indicators on. 



 



 



 



 

Then i fitted the oil cooler take off junctions and then the oil cooler it self. 



 



 

Then i fitted the side panel badges and then the stainless 4-1 exhaust system and then a set of Kehian smoothbore carbs. 



 



 



 

The bike is more or less done now, just needs a few small bits to finish it off. 

 

*************************************************** 

Monday 22nd October: 

Well i managed to finish it off and we got it to Stafford show, It looked really well and we have around 5 guys 

looking to buy it!! I guess the highest bidder will buy it? 

It served its purpose really well, we took orders for loads of trick parts that most customers did not realise we 

did!! 



 

 

 


